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Abstract. The camera placement problem concerns the placement of a fixed number 
of point-cameras on the d-dimensional integer lattice in order to maximize their 
visibility. We reduce the problem to a finite discrete optimization problem and give 
a characterization of optimal configurations of size at most 3d. 
1. Introduction 
Visibility and illumination problems are among the most appealing and intuitive 
research topics of combinatorial geometry. In many cases (though not all) their 
analysis requires nothing more than basic topics from geometry, number theory, 
and graph theory and as such they are very well suited for a wide audience [2]. 
In recent years there has been particular emphasis on the algorithmic component 
of visibility problems in polygonal configurations and as such they have come to 
be studied under the area of "art gallery (watchman) problems." In turn this last 
area lies at the intersection of combinatorial and computational geometry [12]. 
In this paper we focus on a particular class of art gallery problems, namely those 
visibility problems which concern configurations of points lying on the vertices of 
* A preliminary version of this work appears in [8]. The research of E. Kranakis was supported 
by NSERC Grant No. 907002. 
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the integer lattice A. In particular we are interested in the following art gallery 
problem: 
Given an integers, determine a configuration S (of camera locations) contained 
in A and of cardinality s, such that the density of lattice points which are visible 
from at least one point of S is as large as possible. 
By A we denote the d-dimensional integer lattice consisting of d-tuples of integers 
and by An we denote the set oflattice points in A whose coordinates have absolute 
value ~ n/2. For any set X £;A of lattice points the density D(X) of X is defined 
as the limit (if it exists) of the ratio IX n An I/I An I of the number of points in X n An 
to the number of points in An as n tends to infinity. It is easy to check that the 
density function is a finitely additive measure on those subsets of A which have 
density. Let {lJJ = {2, 3, 5, ... } be the set of prime numbers, and let p range over {l)J, 
and let !2. range over subsets of f!J'. Two lattice points are called visible modulo p 
if they are distinct modulo p. Two lattice points are said to be visible modulo !2. if 
they are visible modulo p for each prime p in !2.. Two points visible modulo f!J' are 
visible in the geometric sense, i.e., the open line segment joining them avoids all 
the lattice points (see Fig. 1). For all X £; A, X/p denotes the quotient set of X 
by the relation of equality modulo p. 
Several visibility problems have been studied on integer lattices [3], [ 4]. Of 
these we single out two which are relevant for our study. Rumsey (15] shows that 
for any finite set S of lattice points, the density of the set of lattice points visible 
from each point of S is given by the infinite product 
n (1 -1s1:1). 
pefP P 
(1) 
The above formula was previously obtained by G. Leujeune Dirichlet for the case 
ISI = 1 ("the probability that d integers chosen at random are relatively prime 
is l/((d)," where C(z) = Ln:i::i n-", lzl > 1, denotes the Riemann zeta function 
(7, p. 324]) and by Rearick (14] for the case where ISI = 2, as well as for the case 
where the points of S are pairwise visible. The following art gallery problem was 
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Fig. 1. Points x and y are visible; points z and t are visible modulo p for p ~ 2, 3. 
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posed by Moser [11] in 1966: Given a set P of points in the plane how many 
guards located at points of Pare needed to see the unguarded points of P? Abbott 
[1] shows, in the case P = An, that the number of guards required is bounded 
above by 4 ln n (and below by ln n/2 In ln n). For the upper bound Abbott 
constructs recursively a "greedy" sequence x 1, x 2, ... , xk such that, for each i, X;+ 1 
is a point x in the set An for which the set-theoretic difference 
V,,(x)\(V,,(x 1) u · · · u V,,(x)), 
where V,,(x) is the set of points of An visible from x, is of maximal size and shows 
that k = O(ln n) iterations of this procedure suffice in order to cover all the vertices 
of the lattice. His method however gives no "qualitative" information on the 
location of these points on the lattice. In some respects the camera placement 
problem can be thought of as a "qualitative" version of Abbott's problem. Despite 
the fact that Abbott's (and hence Moser's) question still remains open we expect 
that our investigations will also contribute to a better understanding of this 
problem. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give a precise mathematical 
formulation of the camera placement problem. In Section 3 we show that the 
cameras of an optimal configuration have to be visible modulo p for each prime 
p ~ s11d; in particular, a solution to the problem exists. Then we reformulate our 
problem into the following integer optimization problem: 
(2) 
where u' is an absolutely monotone function, B is a linear operator, and m E N; 
the three parameters u', B, and m depend on s (see Section 3 for the appropriate 
definitions of u', B, and m). This enables us to solve the problem, in Section 4, for 
the case of s::::; 3d cameras: a configuration of at most 3d cameras is optimal if and 
only if its cameras are evenly distributed in the classes of A/p as p ranges over the 
set of primes; in particular, a configuration of at most 2d cameras is optimal if 
and only if its cameras are pairwise visible. Figure 2 depicts an optimal configura-
tion of 27 cameras in dimension 3. 
2. Camera Placement Problem 
2.1. Abstract Configurations 
The camera placement problem m the d-dimensional integer lattice A is the 
following: 
Given an integer s, determine a configuration S of s lattice points (camera 
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Fig. 2. An optimal configuration of 27 cameras in dimension 3. 
locations) such that the density of lattice points visible by at least one point of 
S is maximized. 
More formally, we want to find conditions on the set S of possible camera locations 
so that the following quantity, 
u(S) == L ( - l)IEI + 1 fI (i - IE/:1), 
ESS,E*0 pe9" p 
(3) 
which is obtained from the product formula (1) using the principle of in-
clusion/exclusion, is maximized. The quantity u(S) is called the visibility of the 
configuration. Configurations (if any) which, for a given s, attain the optimal 
density are called optimal. Clearly, the visibility of a configuration depends only 
on the relations of visibility modulo p shared by its cameras as p ranges over f?/'. 
This leads to the notion of abstract configuration. 
Definition 2.1. An abstract .2-configuration of size s is a family of equivalence 
relations (rp)pe.9! on the set {l, ... , s} indexed by the set of prime numbers in f2 
such that 
ir ,j if and only if Ai - Ai e pA, 
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for some ordered configuration {A 1, •.. , A.} of s lattice points. In that case the 
configuration {A 1, .•. , A.} is called a representative of the family (rp)pe.!2· Two 
ordered configurations which represent the same abstract 2-configuration are 
called equivalent modulo 2. 
In view of (3) it is obvious that two configurations which are equivalent modulo 
& have the same visibility. The camera placement problem is then split into two 
subproblems: 
(1) Give necessary and sufficient condition for an abstract configuration to be 
optimal. 
(2) Compute a representative of a given abstract (optimal) configuration. 
In this article we focus on the first problem (in [13] it is shown that a representative 
of an optimal abstract configuration can be computed in expected time exponential 
in s11d ford fixed). At this point and to guide our analysis it can be useful to make 
a conjecture about the solution. In view of (3) it is reasonable to believe that the 
cameras of an optimal configuration have to be evenly distributed in the classes 
of A/p as p ranges over the set of primes. This leads to the notion of balanced 
configuration. 
Definition 2.2. A configuration S is called balanced if, for all square free integers 
n and for all cosets c and c' in A/n, we have llS n cl - IS n c'll ::::; 1. 
Conjecture 2.1. An optimal configuration is necessarily balanced. 
Before we attempt to prove (or disprove!) this conjecture we must determine 
which family of equivalence relations have a representative; in particular, we must 
determine if balanced configurations exist. We examine this question in the next 
subsection. 
2.2. The Realizability Theorem 
A set X s A is called periodic of period (the natural number) m if X = X + mA; 
in other words X is the union of some classes of the quotient set of A by the 
relation of equality modulo m. It can be easily verifed that a periodic set X s A 
of period m has a density given by the ratio IX/ml/IA/ml, and that the density of 
a finite intersection of periodic sets whose periods are pairwise relatively prime is 
the product of the densities of the periodic sets (see [15]). Consider now a set S 
of lattice points and let V(S) (Vp(S)) be the set of lattice points which can see 
(modulo p) each of the points of S. Rumsey [15] observes that Vp(S) is periodic 
of period p and that V(S) is the intersection of the sets VP(S), as p ranges over &. 
So it is tempting to assert (allowing the primes to "play a game of chance" [6, 
Chapter 4]) that the density of V(S) is the product of the densities of the VP(S). 
The main result of [15] is to give a necessary and sufficient condition so that the 
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above assertion is true. What is this necessary and sufficient condition? It turns 
out that this condition can be reformulated in a much more versatile way when 
we replace the sequence V2(S), V3(S), V5(S), ... by an arbitrary sequence X 1, X 2 , 
X 3 , ..• of periodic sets of pairwise relatively prime periods. This reformulation is 
the following. 
Theorem 2.1. Let (XklkeN be a sequence of periodic sets such that Xk is periodic 
with respect to mk. Assume that the mk are pairwise relatively prime and put 
Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) D({)k Xk) = Tik D(Xk). 
(ii) limK_ 00 D(A(K)) = 0. 
Proof Up to notation Rumsey's proof as given in [15] works in our present 
framework. We refer to [10] for the details. D 
Rumsey used the above theorem to prove that the set V(S) admits a density 
when Sis finite. We reformulate this result replacing the set f!J> of prime numbers 
by a subset f2, of f!J>. 
Corollary 2.1 (Rumsey's Theorem). Let S be a finite set of lattice points and let 
fJ. be a set of prime numbers. The set V.2(S) of lattice points visible modulo f2, from 
each point of S admits a density given by the infinite product 
TI (i _ IS/f 1). 
pe.2 p 
Furthermore, V.2(S) is nonempty if and only if I S/pl <pd for all p E 2.. D 
Now we come to the existence question of a representative for a family of 
equivalence relations. 
Corollary 2.2 (Realizability Theorem). Let <ff = (r p)pe.'2 be a family of equivalence 
relations on the set [s] = {1, ... , s}. A representative of <ff exists if and only if 
I [s]/rpl s l for all prime p E Q, and I [s]/r PI = s for p large enough. Furthermore, 
the set of representatives of C admits a density given by the infinite product 
where (x)y = x(x - 1) · · · (x - y + 1) is the descent factorial. 
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Proof Let X P be the set of s-tuples (A 1, .•. , As) of points of A such that 
A; - AiE pA if and only if irPj for all i and j. Clearly, the set, say X, of 
representatives of it is the intersection of the X Pas p ranges over !1; furthermore, 
we can easily verify that X P is periodic with period p, and that its density is given 
by the ratio (pd)l£sJ/rpJIPsa. Then we are in a position to apply Theorem 2.1. First 
we observe that if CTP D(X p) = 0, then our theorem is proved since D(X) s 
CTP D(X p). Hence without loss of generality we may assume that f1P D(X p) ¥= O; 
in particular, this condition implies that r P is the identity relation for p large 
enough. Now let A(K) be the set of lattice points A = (A 1 , •.• , As) EN such that 
A; - Aie pA and p?:::: KIAI > 0 for some i,j and p E .Pl. Then a lattice point U EA 
exists such that A; - Ai= pU. Hence it follows that pi VI= IA; -Ails IAI s p/K. 
However, applying this last inequality with K = 2 it follows that U = 0, i.e., 
A; = Ai· The set A(K) is then subdimensional, i.e., it is a subset of a finite number 
of hyperplanes, and consequently its density is null. To prove the existence part 
of the proposition notice that the product formula is positive if and only if 
I [s]/r PI s pd for all prime p E Q, and I [s]/r PI = s, for p large enough. On the other 
hand, these conditions must be satisfied since, for any configuration S of s points, 
we have IS/pi s IA/pi which is equal to pd and \S/p\ =\SI for p large enough since 
the coordinates of the points of S are bounded. D 
Corollary 2.3. Balanced configurations exist. 
Proof To introduce balanced configurations of size s we argue as follows. 
Suppose we have indexed the classes of A/p with integers between 1 and p4• 
Therefore we can attach to each point A of A a finite sequence of integers, say 
l(A), which represent the various classes of A/p at which A belongs as the prime 
number p ranges over the sequence 2, 3, 5, ... , p, of primes less than s1fd_ Let i be 
the operator of pointwise incrementation, i.e., 
where the entry X; + 1 is computed modulo pf. Let 1 be the sequence (1, 1, ... , 1). 
According to the Realizability Theorem, a sequence of lattice points A 1, •.. , As 
exists such that 
(i) Ak, A1 are visible modulo p for each prime p?:::: s1/d and 
(ii) l(Ak) = ik- 1(1). 
Since the pf are pairwise relatively prime, this configuration is clearly 
balanced. D 
Remark. We use the Realizability Theorem in a slightly stronger form. According 
to Theorem 2.1, if a representative of rff exists, then we can always find a 
representative belonging to some periodic set, assuming that this period is 
relatively prime to any element of !1. For example, we can impose on the A; to 
verify the conditions A; - B; E pA where p ranges over a finite set of primes disjoint 
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from 2 and where the B; are given lattice points. A similar remark applies to 
Rumsey's theorem. 
We end this section by introducing some more notation and some technical 
points which will be useful in the next section. 
2.3. 2-Visibility of a Configuration 
Let U 2(S) be the set of lattice points which are visible modulo 9, from at least one 
point of S. From Rumsey's theorem and the finite additivity of the density function 
it is clear that the set U 2 (S) admits a density. This density is called the 2-visibility 
of the configuration S, and is denoted by u(9,, S). According to the inclusion/exclu-
sion principle, 
u(2,S)= L (-l)IEl+t IT (1-IE/:I). 
E£S.E*0 pe~ p 
(4) 
Note that two configurations which are equivalent modulo 9, have the same 
2-visibility. Now let S 1, ... , S, and T be r + 1 finite subsets of A. In our subsequent 
analysis we encounter the set U 2 (S i) n · · · n U 2 (S,)\ U 2 (T) of lattice points which, 
for each i :::;::; r, can see modulo 2 at least one point of each set S; and cannot see 
modulo 2 any of the points of T. This set admits a density, denoted by 
u(2, S1, S2 , ... , S,; T). We relate this density to the following difference operator. 
For A s;; A we define the operator AA on the set of functions F from the power 
set of A to IR as follows: 
dAF(X) = F(A u X) - F(X). (5) 
From the additivity of the density function it can be easily verified that AAD(X) = 
D(A \X) and that d 8 d AD = - f:...A " 8 D. By repeated application of the above 
equality we get 
(6) 
Proposition 2.1. Assume that 2 is infinite. If r11d is less than the minimal prime of 
2, then the set U2(Si) n ··· n U2(S,)\U2 (T) admits a nonnull density. 
Proof Let A; be a lattice point of S; and for each lattice point B of T let q8 be 
a prime number of 9, such that A; and B are visible modulo q8 for all i. Then let 
2 1 = 2\{q8 IBE T}, and let S be the set of A;. Then the set, say V, of lattice points 
A such that 
(i) A - B E q8 A and 
(ii) A is visible modulo 2 1 from each of the A;, 
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is a subset of U fl(S 1) n · · · n U fl(S,)\ U fl(T). However, according to Rumsey's 
theorem the density of Vis nonnull since, by hypothesis, JS/pi s r <pd for each 
prime p E !2 1. O 
3. Reduction to an Integer Optimization Problem 
The difficulty of the optimization problem previously stated is due not only to the 
way we specify and manipulate the locations of the cameras (this problem is now 
solved by the Realizability Theorem), but also on the formulation of u(S) as an 
alternating sum in identity (3). The key idea in overcoming the inherent complexity 
of optimizing u(S) lies in an inductive formula for computing u(S). 
Theorem 3.1 (Reduction Theorem). For any set !2 of primes, any p E .9,, and any 
configuration S, 
pdu(!2, S) = L u(!2\{p}, S\c). 
ceA/p 
Proof Let c range over A/p. It is clear that a point of c is .2-visible from a 
point of S if and only if it is !2\{p}-visible from a point of S\c, i.e., 
U .'2(S) n c = U fl\{pi(S\c) n c. According to Proposition 2.1 the set U 2 (S) n c admits 
a density given by u(!l\{p}, S\c)/l. Using the (finite) additivity of the density we 
get the formula given in the theorem. 0 
A first application of the previous theorem is the following. 
Theorem 3.2 (Finiteness Theorem). A necessary condition for the optimality of a 
corifi.guration S is that 
In particular, the cameras of an optimal configuration must be pairwise visible modulo 
p for all primes p :2: IS J 11d. 
Observe that this theorem proves our conjecture for all square free integer n 
divisible by a prime number p ~ JSJ 11d. 
Proof The inequality JS/pi s min{JSJ, pd} is always true even if S is not an 
optimal configuration. Now we assume that this inequality is strict for some p E :?J> 
and we construct a better configuration as follows. Let c1 E J\/p be such that Sn c1 
has at least two elements and split S n c 1 into two nonempty parts S 1, S 2 . Since 
a coset c2 E A/p whose intersection with S is empty exists, the Realizability 
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Theorem asserts that a configuration S' in bijection with S exists such that 
(1) S and S' are equivalent modulo .?J'\{p}, 
(2) S' n c1 = S~, 
(3) S' n c2 = S]., and 
(4) S' n c = (Sn c)' 
for all c "# c1, c2 E A/p where E' stands for the image of E under the canonical 
bijection of S and S'. Now let u'(·) stand for u(&\{p}, ·); since S and S' are 
equivalent modulo &\{p} we have, for all E £ S, the equality u'(E) = u'(E'); it 
follows, according to the Reduction Theorem, that 
pd(u(S') - u(S)) = u'(S\S1) + u'(S\S2) - u'(S\(S1 u S2)) - u'(S). 
However, the right member of this equation is -.1u,..,(s1).1u_...(s,iu'(S) where 
PI''= P/'\{p} and .1A is the difference operator (5). According to (6) we can write 
which is, according to Proposition 2.1, positive. The proof of the theorem is 
complete. D 
An immediate consequence of the Finiteness Theorem is that a solution to the 
camera placement problem exists and that the number of solutions is finite modulo 
the relation of equivalence modulo &. 
To each configuration S, let {p1, ••• , p,} be the sequence of prime numbers p 
such that IS/pi"# ISI and let m = p1 • ·· p, be their product. We associate to S the 
family of integers (ac) defined by 
(7) 
where the index c = (c 1, ••. , er) ranges over the set <(J := A/p 1 x · · · x A./p,. The 
integer ac is the number of cameras in the coset c of A./m. Conversely, the 
Realizability Theorem shows that given a family of numbers (ac)ce'if a configuration 
S of s = Le ac points exists such that IS/pi = ISI for p "# P; and to which the family 
(ac) is associated by the procedure described above. 
Equipped with this new way of specifying a configuration of cameras we now 
give a new expression for the function u(S) to be maximized. We introduce the 
reduced density function, defined on the subsets E of S by 
u'(E):= u(&\{p1, •. ., Pr}, E), (8) 
and the family of reduced configurations file £ S defined by 
r 
file = S\ U Ci. (9) 
i= 1 
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Then by a repeated application of the Reduction Theorem we get that the visibility 
of the configuration S is the mean of the 9\{p 1, .•. , p,}-density of the P1 · .. p~ 
reduced configurations, i.e., 
mdu(S) = L u'(&6'c), (10) 
ce'(/ 
where ma = P1 · · · p~. Before we give the properties of the reduced density function 
we recall that a real function f(e) is called absolutely monotone if ( -1)"+ 1 An/(e) > 0 
for all natural numbers n;;::: 1, where t;;.n is the standard notation of the calculus 
of finite differences [5]: 
A 1/(x) = f(x + 1) - f(x), 
In particular, an absolutely monotone function f is strictly increasing and strictly 
concave, i.e., f(e + 1) - f(e) is strictly decreasing as a function of e. 
Theorem 3.3 (Optimization Theorem). Let S be a configuration of s cameras and 
let u' and (86' c) be the corresponding reduced density function and family of reduced 
con.figurations associated to S. Then for E ~ S the function u'(E) depends only on 
the size IEI of the set E. Let u'(e) = u'(E), where e = IEI and let be= 186',I. Then we 
can prove the following properties: 
1. u'(e) is absolutely monotone. 
2. mdu(S) = Lee'il? u'(bc). 
3. b, = Lh<c,c')=r a,. where the Hamming distance h(c, c') is de.fined as the number 
of i such that C; ¥ c;. 
4. Lee'(/ be= s ni= 1(Pf - 1). 
Proof By hypothesis, IS/pi = ISI for all primes p ~ {p 1, ... , p,}. This implies that 
for such primes p any two cameras in Sare pairwise visible modulo p. In particular, 
for any set E ~ S, IE/pl =!El. We conclude from (4) that the density function 
u(&'\ {p1, ... , p, }, E) depends only on the cardinality of the set E. More precisely 
we have 
u'(E) = ~ (-l)k+1(1~1) TI (i - ka)· 
k-1 p'i<p,, ... ,p, p 
(11) 
This proves the main assertion of the theorem regarding the function u'. Next we 
proceed to the second part of the theorem. In view of the previous observations 
the function u'(e) represents the 9\ {p1, •.. , p,} density of a set of e cameras which 
are pairwise visible modulo p for each prime p E &>\{p 1, •.• , p,}. Let Es S of 
cardinality e and let A1, ..• , An be n points of S\E. According to (6) and Proposition 
2.1 we have 
(-l)n+lt;;.nu'(e) = u'({Ai}, ... ,{An}; E) > 0. 
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Parts 2 and 3 are trivial reformulations of (7), (9), and (10). Finally, the last part 
follows from the following identities: 
L be= L (ac·I {clh(c, c') = r} I) 
c' 
= l{clh(c, c') = r}I Lac' 
c' 
r 
= s TI (pt - 1). 
i= 1 
This completes the proof of the theorem. D 
4. Optimal Configurations of Size up to 3d 
Now it is possible to give characterizations of optimal configurations of size at 
most 3d. 
Theorem 4.1. A con.figuration of size at most 2d is optimal if and only if its cameras 
are pairwise visible. 
Proof Let S be an optimal configuration. From the Finiteness Theorem and our 
hypothesis IS I ::;; 2d, the cameras are pairwise visible modulo p for all prime 
numbers p. Consequently, the cameras are pairwise visible. Conversely, if the 
cameras are pairwise visible, then their visibility is uniquely determined. D 
Theorem 4.2. A con.figuration of size ::;; 3d is optimal if and only if the con.figuration 
is balanced. 
Proof Let S be an optimal configuration. From the Finiteness Theorem and the 
hypothesis, ISI::;; Y, the cameras are pairwise visible modulo each prime p ~ 3. It 
remains to determine the visibility modulo 2. According to the Optimization 
Theorem this is equivalent to solving the integer optimization problem: 
maximize u'(b 1) + u'(b2) + · · · + u'(b2d) 
{
b; =I ak, 
subject to Hi 
a 1 + · · · + a2d = s, a; E N. 
(12) 
Here u' (the reduced density function) is an absolutely monotone function and a; 
is interpreted as the number of cameras in the ith coset of /\./2, provided we 
have numbered the 2d cosets of A/2. In particular, u' is strictly concave, i.e., 
Au'(e) = u'(e + 1) - u'(e) is strictly decreasing. To show that the optimal solution 
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Fig. 3. Optimal configurations of four and nine cameras in the plane. 
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is obtained when lai - ail~ 1 we proceed as follows. Assume that for some i, j 
we have ai > ai + 1 (~b; <bi - 1). Then we claim that the objective function is 
increased by replacing a; and ai by a; - 1 and ai + 1. Indeed, the variation of the 
objective function is fi.u'(b;) - fi.u'(bi - 1) which is > 0 since u' is strictly concave. 
To conclude the proof it remains to observe that the condition I a; - ail ~ 1 
determines the value of the objective funcion. D 
Figure 3 depict optimal configurations of four and nine cameras in dimension 
2, respectively, while Fig. 2 depicts an optimal configuration of 27 cameras in 
dimension 3. 
5. Conclusion 
In this article we defined and analyzed the camera placement problem in complete 
integer lattices. We have reduced the combinatorial part of the problem to an 
instance of a general integer optimization problem involving absolute monotone 
functions; this enables us to characterize in simple terms the optimal configuration 
of size up to 34 in d dimensions. By making a deeper and more elaborate analysis 
it is possible to provide a characterization of optimal configurations of size up to 
54• Details of this proof can be found either in [13] or in more updated form in 
[10]. The cases> 5d remains open. For additional questions and considerations 
we refer the reader to [9], [13], and [10]. 
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